Grade 10
2019 – 2020 Booklist

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
Ramharack singh, Ronald. *Agricultural Science for CSEC Examinations*. Macmillan. (RENTAL)
Water boots
Cap

BIOLOGY
Tindale, Anne (2016) *A Concise Revision Course: CSEC Biology* Collins. ISBN 978-0-00-815787-6 (Study guide)
Most recent CXC Biology past paper booklet. (Needed)
CXC Biology Syllabus
Small Ponal /Elmers school glue
SBA lab manual (Available for purchase at Ardenne’s Bookshop, Necessities) – only grade 10 students
Lab Coats and Safety Glasses (Available for purchase at Ardenne’s Bookshop, Necessities)

CHEMISTRY
Tindale, Anne (2016). *A Concise Revision Course; CSEC Chemistry*. Collins ISBN: 978-0-0815788-3 (study guide) [To be purchased]
Chemistry Explained (Optional)
CXC Chemistry Syllabus
SBA Lab Manual (Available at Ardenne’s Bookshop, Necessities)
Lab Coats and Safety Glasses (Available for purchase at Ardenne’s Bookshop, Necessities)

PHYSICS
Santos et al. *CXC Physics* Heinemann Publishers. (RENTAL)
DeFreitas, Peter, *Concise revision course CSEC PHYSICS* ISBN: 978-0-00-815789-0 (To be purchased)

CXC Physics Syllabus

SBA lab Manual *(Available at Ardenne’s Bookshop, Necessities)*

Lab Coats and Safety Glasses *(Available for purchase at Ardenne’s Bookshop, Necessities)*

Please note for that students pursuing more than one science subject only purchase the lab coats and safety glasses once.

**CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY**


Macmillan Education Limited. (RENTAL)

**ENGLISH LANGUAGE**

Narinesingh, Roy & Seetahal-Maraj Bhadase. *English for All*  EXAMINATION LEVEL.

Trinidad: Datazone, 2009.  [RENTAL]


**ENGLISH LITERATURE**


Lee, Harper. *To Kill a Mockingbird* Arrow Books (terms one and two)

Shakespeare, William. *The Tempest*. (Terms two and three)


**GEOGRAPHY**

The textbooks and workbook used in grade 10 will also be used in grade 11.

Humphrey, Charlene and Henry, Judith *CSEC Geography Navigator* Print Source International Limited *(Available at Ardenne’s Bookshop, Necessities)*


   OR


Stationery needed for use in all classes.

Coloured Pencil Crayons, 12 inch ruler, black and blue ink pens, Pencils, Erasers

**ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION AND ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY**

E.L. Donnelly. *Electrical Installation Theory and Practice 3rd Edition*, Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd. (RENTAL)

D. Patrick and S. Fardo.  *Electricity and electronics, a Survey 7th Edition*. Pearson Education Inc. (RENTAL)


Navy Blue Overall (Available at Ardenne’s Bookshop, Necessities)

**ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT PREPARATION AND MANAGEMENT**


Ann Margret Jacob and Agatha Augustine.  *Electronic Document Preparation and Management for CSEC Workbook*. Oxford University Press (To be purchased)

**FRENCH**


Cambridge/Collins French-English/English-French Dictionary

**HISTORY**


Greenwood, Robert and Hamber, Shirley revised by Brian Dyde (2005).  *Caribbean Certificate History 2: Emancipation to Emigration Second Edition*. MacMillan Education, Caribbean. (This text will be used in both tenth and eleventh grade) [RENTAL]


**FOOD, NUTRITION and HEALTH**


Anita Tull and Antonia Coward  *Food and Nutrition for CSEC* 2nd Edition. (RENTAL)

Joan Davis-Williams  *A Workbook for Food and Nutrition Students, 3rd Edition* (from previous grade)

CXC Home Economics Syllabus (Compulsory)

CXC Past Paper Booklet

*Other Items* - White Apron, White Scarf/White Chef Hat, White Cover Cloth (available at Ardenne’s Bookshop)

2 Kitchen Towels, 1 yard tull (mesh), Pot Holders, Oven Mittens, White Table Cloth, Cutting board, 1 set Dry measuring cups, pastry brush, vegetable peeler, 1 binder for portfolio, 1 pack of 20 protective sheet covers.
HUMAN & SOCIAL BIOLOGY
George Johnson, Joanna Human and Social Biology for CSEC Examination. Hodder Education
Gadd, Phil. Human and Social Biology for CSEC Examination. Macmillan Educational (Rental)

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Reid, K., Mary, Deepak, Dinesan and Khan, Rayman, (2010). Heinemann Information Technology for CSEC. Pearson Educational Limited. (RENTAL)

MATHEMATICS
Toolsie, Raymond Mathematics a Complete Course with CXC questions Volume 1. Caribbean Educational Publishers: Trinidad: 2004
Toolsie, Raymond Mathematics a Complete Course with CXC questions Volume 2. Caribbean Educational Publishers: Trinidad: 2004 (RENTAL)
Graph Book (Large)
Set of Mathematical Instruments
Scientific Calculator (for Add Math students; natural display calculator)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS
Caribbean Examinations Council. Principles of Business for CSEC for Self-Study and Distance Learning. Oxford University Press. (To be purchased)

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTS

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Carman, Lucy et al. (2012) Religious Education for CSEC: A Caribbean Examinations Council Study Guide. Nelson Thornes, United Kingdom. [To be used in Grade 11 as well.]
Simmonds, David (1993). Believers All. Thomas Nelson and Sons Limited, United Kingdom. [RENTAL]
Revised Standard Version (RSV) Bible or New International Version (NIV) Bible

SOCIAL STUDIES
Ramsawak, R. and Umraw R. Modules in Social Studies with SBA Guide and CXC Questions Caribbean Educational Publishers (RENTAL)
* Myers, Carrol. Simply Social Studies Pocket Book 1- The Family
* Myers, C & Rowe-Campbell, M. Simply Social Studies Pocket Book 2- Groups and Institutions
* Myers, Carrol. Simply Social Studies Pocket Book 3- Resources
* Myers, Carrol. Simply Social Studies Pocket Book 4- Tourism

*Books available at NECESSITIES

SPANISH
Haylett. Christine et al., eds. Que Hay Para CSEC - Cuaderno. Nelson Thornes Caribbean, 2007 (Workbook – to be purchased)
Collins Spanish Dictionary

TECHNICAL DRAWING
S. Bland & A. Bankole. Technical Drawing 1 Plane and Solid Geometry. Longman Group UK Ltd. (RENTAL)
S. Bland & A. Bankole. Technical Drawing 2 Mechanical Drawing. Longman Group UK Ltd. (RENTAL)
K. Morling. Geometrical and Engineering Drawing. Elsevier Limited (To be purchased)
T-Square (From previous grade; Available at Ardenne’s bookshop, Necessities)
Set Squares (45° and 60°/30°) Square (From previous grade; Available at Ardenne’s bookshop, Necessities)
6H led pencil and a 0.5 mechanical Square (From previous grade; Available at Ardenne’s bookshop, Necessities) pencil.
Delmay Technical Drawing Pads (17” x 22”). Square (Available at Ardenne’s bookshop, Necessities)
Geometry Set
Masking tape
White eraser

THEATRE ARTS
Cooke, Aston. 2015. Country Duppy Author House Publishers
OR
Cooke, Aston. 2015. Jonkannu Author House Publishers
Note book
Mr. Tomlinson, please provide the name of the author(s) of this book - Plays for Today

**VISUAL ARTS**
One (1) large drawing book
A range of drawing pencils 2b- 6b
One (1) Poster paint set (nontoxic)
Two (2) black fine point markers
One (1) note book
Two (2) stick glue
Ten (10) sheets of Cartridge paper (8 white and 2 black)

*Students may be asked to supply additional materials upon request according to the options chosen for their SBA practical*

Technology Device: Chromebook